LOOKING FOR AN ACTIVITY THAT CAN BRING
YOUR WHOLE FAMILY TOGETHER?
LET’S GO ON A
ADVENTURE
In D&D, groups of people create a shared story, building

to complete a quest. Some quests are dangerous and

memories that last for years to come. All you need is paper,

some are silly; some are small—and others epic journeys

pencil, some online tools—and your imagination! And then,

that will take your characters across strange and exciting

when you’re ready to level up, there are all kinds of amaz-

lands. There’s no limit to the adventure you can create!

ing resources you can use to expand your fantasy world.

For your first adventure, you’ll want to keep things simple:

The first step is the D&D Basic Rules,
available for FREE online right here.
Dungeons & Dragons uses polyhedral dice, but if you don’t
have those already, there are many apps and websites
that can replace them online—many of them for free.
In D&D there are two roles: the Dungeon Master and the
players. The Dungeon Master acts as a narrator, describing
the people, places and creatures in the story. The players
take on the roles of adventurers who are working together

Exploring a cave in search of treasure, searching for the
key to open an ancient locked door, or helping farmers
fend off some troublesome beasts that have been eating
their crops. With each adventure, you can get more ambitious and build greater challenges.
Although combat is one option to solve problems in D&D,
there are many other ways to overcome challenges that come
up during your quest. Negotiation, exploration, and problemsolving are all part of a Dungeons & Dragons adventure.

Dungeons & Dragons is a bit like improvisational theater.

The Dungeon Masters Guild is a website where different

As each person contributes to the story, it grows and

Dungeon Masters from all over the world post up their

changes in unexpected ways.

adventures and optional rules. You can search through

The Basic Rules will get you started and—for more insight

thousands of different adventures and filter them by type,

into the places, characters, magic, and weapons—the
Young Adventurer Guides offer an accessible way to

location, level, theme and setting. Most can be purchased,
but hundreds of them are absolutely free.

delve into the lore and realms of D&D.
From there, you can move on to the D&D Starter Set or the
D&D Essentials Kit. Either one has the Basic Rules, pregenerated characters, and dice you’ll need to play.

STARTING ADVICE
FOR PLAYERS
• Be imaginative! Get creative when describing
your actions.
• B
 e organized! Take notes to help you remember
the story.
• B
 e considerate! Give everyone at the table a chance
to contribute.
• B
 e bold! Taking risks makes things exciting.

FOR DUNGEON MASTERS
• Be descriptive! Give your players something
interesting to imagine.
• B
 e flexible! Let the players affect the direction of
your shared story.
• B
 e exciting! Encourage the players to take risks
and try new things.
• B
 e generous! Give players fun treasures and engaging
rewards for their efforts.

FOR BOTH
Most of all, have fun! D&D isn’t a game about winning
and losing, it’s about building something together and
bringing your imagination to life.

Beyond being fun to play, Dungeons &
Dragons is a great educational tool for
young players. Sitting down for one
session of magic and adventure:
Encourages social interaction
without screens
Allows players to practice
applied arithmetic
Engages language arts skills through
interactive storytelling and improv
Sparks creativity
Inspires creative problem-solving

